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Five Coeds Named To
Compete For Queen of
Winter Carnival Ball
•
Winter Sports Theme
Is Chosen; Boulanger's Mrs. Elliott
To Speak
Orchestra To Play

Payson Smith
To Speak On
Founder's Day
Noted Educator To Be
Chief Speaker at 75th
Anniversary Dinner
Dr. Payson Smith, of Cambridge,
Mass., an honorary alunmus of the
University and former commissioner
of education in Maine and Massachusetts and now lecturer at the Harvard
Graduate School of Education, is to
be the chief speaker at the Seventyfifth Anniversary Founders' Day dinner which is to be held February 26
at the University of Maine. This
announcement was made today by
ce of Bucksport,
George D. Bear,
chairman of the committee on arrangements for this event.
Dr. Smith, a native of Maine and
nationally known as an educator, has
been the recipient of many honorary
degrees. In 1939 he was chosen to
receive the American Education
Award in recognition of conspicuous
service to American education. As
a teacher and superintendent of schools
in Canton and Auburn, Maine, and
then as state superintendent of schools
in Maine, he has a host of friends,
both because of his constructive educational policy and his ability as a
speaker.
The Founders' Day dinner is to be a
joint alumni-faculty celebration. It
is to be held in the Memorial Gym
on the University campus. The Penobscot County Alumni Association,
the Penobscot County Alumnae Association, and the Old Town alumni
group are all co-operating with the
General Alumni Association in promoting this event.

Frosh Edge Coburn
44-41 ; Quint Stars
The powerful frosh basketball
team beat Coburn Wednesday
night, 44-41, in a closely fought
game that saw the prep school
team threaten in every period.
The frosh were without the services of Chet Savasuk and Ken
Wright. the latter out with a
sprained ankle. He will not be
able to play Saturday against
Presque Isle, but should be ready
for action next week.
Lloyd Quint was easily the best
man the frosh had, scoring 8
points. Hussey tallied 11, but
Luce with 14 and Jennings with
13 gave Coburn most of their
points. Charlie Sawyer made his
debut for the yearlings, playing
a good game at guard.

Russ Woolley
Heads "Our
Town" Cast
march 11, 12, 13, 14

Student Library Drive
Plans are Discussed
By Joint Committees

Scheduled Dates for
Next Masque Play

Maine College
Withholding the final announcement Heads To Speak

Students, Hauck Speak
On Need of Library
For Advancement

of the cast of "Our Town," latest
By Daniel Caonette
Celebration Assembly
Masque production, until the results
promotion of a student
for
Plans
of the mid-year examinations were isOf Seventy-fifth Year campaign totheraise
funds for the new
sued, William Wetherbee, director of
library were discussed at a joint meetTo Be Broadcast
the play, yesterday released the final
ing of the newly formed Advisory
selections for parts in the production.
Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of Council and the Student Library Fund
The play is scheduled for March 11, The
12, 13, and 14, replacing the presenta- the Founding of the University of Committee held last Tuesday evening
tion of "Hamlet," which was post- Maine will be celebrated by an assem- in the M.C.A. building.
poned until next year because of the bly in Memorial Gymnasium on SunLeon Breton, '40, reviewed the plans
illness of Director Bricker.
day afternoon, February twenty-fifth, of the Alumni Committee and told of
The roles, in order of importance, with President Arthur A. Hauck, the progress that it has made. President Hauck spoke on the need for a
have been cast as follows: Stage Man- chairman.
new library, its cost, and the possible
ager, Russell Woolley; Dr. Gibbs,
the
of
president
Edward E. Chase,
sources of funds. Elizabeth Libbey,
Philip Hutchinson; Mrs. Gibbs, Jean
Board of Trustees for the University '40, told the group that a student camBoyle; Mrs. Webb, Beatrice Besse;
of Maine will open the program with paign should be gotten under way as
, Mr. Vebb, Fred Libby; Emily Webb,
a story of the founding. Gov. Lewis soon as possible.
Barbara Savage; George Gibbs, Earle
0. Barrows will deliver greetings.
SchneiJoe
Hyman
Rankin;
Crowell,
A plan of organization for the camScheduled To
Other noted speakers on the tentative
der; Howie Newsome, Stoughton Atpaign was given by Donald Smith, '40,
include:
today
program announced
Be Finished
wood, who is also understudying the
vice chairman of the committee. HarPresident K. C. M. Sills, Bowdoin;
stage manager.
Gerrish, '40, raised the question of
old
March, 1940
Dean E. C. Marriner, Colby; PresiRebecca Gibbs, Kay Boyle; Wally dent Clifton D. Gray, Bates; and Dr. the amount to be raised, and Richard
Several features, new to girls' dor- Webb, Andrew Nowak; Professor
personal views on why
New Morton gave
mitories on this campus, are being Willard, Louis Thibodeau; Woman in Fred Engelhart, University of
students should participate in the
the
represent
will
who
Hampshire,
introduced in the dormitory now being the Balcony, Betty Reid; Man in the
drive for funds for the new library.
built. The student rooms are to be Auditorium, Peter Winter; Lady in New England Land Grant colleges.
In a resume of student activity,
decorated in several shades of color, the Box, Amorette Nickerson (under- Students from each of the three col- Edward Barrows, '42, told what has
will
Education
of
School
the
and
leges
suites,
The
offering more variety.
studying Mrs. Webb); Simon Stimbeen done to date. A committee of
to accommodate two girls, will consist son, Robert Fortier; Mrs. Soames, tell something of the history of his, or students, he said, was appointed by
entire
The
college.
of a study room and bedroom. There Margaret Maxwell; Constable War- her, respective
the Alumni Library Fund Committee
will be several single rooms. The ren, Frank Ketchum; Baseball Play- program will be broadcast.
to investigate the possibilities for stufurniture is to be of maple.
ers, Robert Elwell (understudying
dent participation, consisting of
Dining rooms will occupy the main George Gibbs), James Fletcher,
Charles A. Peirce, Jr., Donald C.
part of the first floor. They will be George Bearce.
Smith, Marjorie B. Deering, Leon
divided by folding doors. Both din- Sam Craig, George Bearce; Joe
Breton, Alice A. Donovan, Harold A.
ing rooms will be served by a common Stoddard, Maynard French; Dead
Gerrish, Elizabeth Libbey, William
Kitchen which will also communicate Men, Louis Thibodeau, Bud Godwin; Skiing instructions will be given W. Treat, James W. Harris, Edward
A non-credit course in Etiquette is May Lenten Services
uith the rooms in the basement. These Farmer McCarthy, Robert Elwell; by William Eldridge, of Bangor, on P. Barrows, Robert J. French, Marto be conducted for all women students
Are Held at Noontime
basement rooms are to be used inter- People of Our Town, Helengrace Lan- Tuesday and Friday afternoons at the garet G. Phillips, and Richard E. Marat the University during the current
changeably as dining or recreation caster, Margaret Steinmetz, Mary northern end of the ski slope.
semester. The course will be led by
On Wednesday noon, February 7,
tinez. Mr. Earl Bennett is the faculty
rooms. These too will be divided by Hempstead, James Fletcher, Calista
faculty wives who will discuss various from 12:40 to 1:20 the first of a series Omicron Nu Initiates
Mr. Eldridge is a member of the adviser of the Student Committee.
folding doors which can be opened to Buzzell, Claralyn Preble, Ruth Towne
topics in connection with the subject of Lenten services was held in the
(Continued on Page Four)
Bangor Outing Club and is instructor
make one big room for banquets or (understudying Mrs. Gibbs); Dead
of etiquette. The class will meet at Little Theatre. The speaker was Rev- Hall, Steinmetz, Jones
of skiing at King Mountain and at
of
floor
first
South.
each
4:15 p.m. in Room 28, Stevens
erend Basil C. Gleason, of the ConLucile Hall, Margaret Steinmetz, meetings. On the
Women, Amorette Nickerson, Mary the Camden Bowl.
Some of the topics which it is hoped gregational Church in Brewer. Af- and M. Elizabeth Jones were initiated wing there will be a living room and Hempstead.
The ski school will begin at 1:30
will be discussed are: introductions, ter Wednesday the services will be into Omicron Nu at a recent meeting reception room.
(Continued on Page Four)
and will last until 4:30 on the specito
a
1:15
to
days
planned
1:00
five
accepfrom
tentatively
and
held
been
has
invitations
It
D.
public etiquette,
at the new home of Dr. Marion
fied afternoons. Instruction will be
put upperclass women in the building.
tances, visits, table setting, teas, for- week throughout Lent. Speakers for Sweetman in University Place.
free to all members of the Maine OutReplaced
Ashworth
Dr.
mal and informal dinners and dances, the first week will be:
A buffet supper was served by the It is possible that summer students
ing Club. To other persons, the fee
luncheons, clothing, etc. Members of February 8-Miss Edith Lerrigo, as- present student members of Omicron will use it during the coming session. By Education Senior
will be fifteen cents per lesson or
A committee of twenty-two UniBegun on December 28, 1938, and
the group attending should feel per- sistant secretary of the Student Nu on campus. Guests besides the
Professor John H Ashworth, pro- $1.00 for the entire set.
of Maine alumni, headed by
versity
of
end
the
by
finished
be
to
expected
fectly free to submit suggestions at
Borgman,
Bernice
Miss
Christian Movement of New Eng- initiates were
Sociology
and
Economics
of
fessor
H. Mayo, of Portland, as
Norman
is
dormitory
new
the
1940,
March,
any time as to topics to be discussed
Mrs. Mary Snyder, Miss Pearl
land
at the University, is somewhat im- Quiet Day Will Be Held chairman, are actively engaged in
and to help organize the course. Mrs. February 9-Robert Goodwin, '41
Greene, and Mrs. Sweetman, faculty expected to cost about $400,000.
making campaign plans for raising
Helped by the P.W.A., the Univer- proved at the Eastern Maine General At M.C.A. Sunday
George Loupret has kindly consented February 12-Miss Mary McClure, a members of Omicron Nu.
Hospital from leg injuries received
money towards the proposed new lito work with the group in planning
Following the initiation Marion sity has set its share of the cost on
missionary recently returned from
front an automobile accident some
On Sunday, February 11, a Quiet brary at the University. In addition
and organizing. Faculty wives will
Tufts gave a report on her trip, as the a self-liquidating basis. Thus, over
China
Day will be sponsored by the M.C.A. to this committee there are several
be invited in as the group wishes to February 13-11elengrace Lancaster, delegate of Alpha Beta Chapter of a period of years, the dormitory will weeks ago.
senior in Edu- From eleven to twelve o'clock in the other committees working on radio,
Young,
Edwin
Mr.
itself.
for
pay
speak on selected topics.
Omicron Nu, last June to the Na'40
cation who has done considerable morning a service will be held in the press, and printed materials in relaThe architects are Crowell and LanIn general it is hoped that the meth- February 14-Miss Beth Pendleton, tional Convention at the University
work in economics, is to substitute Little Theatre. Miss Mary McClure, tion to the campaign as well as on
of Texas.
caster, who did the plans for Merrill
od of procedure will be that of round- Y.W.C.A. Secretary
for Professor Ashworth.
recently returned from Fenchow, an special gifts and student relations.
Maxine Robertson, Margaret Stein- and Oak halls.
table or panel discussion to be supple- February 15-Francis Andrews, '42
city of North China, will The personnel of the General Cominterior
RedAnnette
and
Tufts,
Marian
metz,
GilGordon
actuand
16-Reverend
demonstrations
February
with
mented
speak. There will be special music ntittee is as follows: Norman H.
Alumni in Air Corps
lette, pastor of the Episcopal Church mail, the older students of Omicron
al practice.
Club.
Mayo, Portland, chairman, Gem gc D.
Nu, were in charge of the meeting.
The first meeting of the group will of Old Town
Advance to Kelly Field byInthetheGleeafternoon
three periods of Bearce, Bucksport, Dean Gertrude D.
be held Tuesday, February 13th, at
Three former University of Maine meditation and music will be held in Peabody, Philadelphia, Pa., James A.
4:15 in 28 Stevens South at which
l
students, Hamilton Dyer, '39, Eugene the Little Theatre. The first, from Gannett, Orono, Raymond H. Fogler,
time Mrs. E. R. Hitchner will spea,
vio1 Mr. WalterHabenicht, concert
Halliwill, '39, and Melvin McKenzie, 2:00 to 2:45, on the "Meaning of Chicago, Illinois, Judge Albert Belion "The Functions of a Hoste,,
will
Bangor,
from
teacher
and
linist
,
appro'39, now student pilots at Randolph Prayer" will be led by Reverend Al- veau, Rumford, Mrs. Merrill Bowles,
There will be a discussion of
lecture on Wagner's Der Ring des Field, West Point of the Air, in Tex- bion Beverage. The second, from Bangor, Samuel \V. Collins, Caribou,
priate conversation, greetings, etc.
Nitoclungen at the next meeting of as, are scheduled to be transferred to 2:45 to 3:30, will be on the "Meaning Dean Arthur L. Deering, Orono, ProAll interested women students are
the Deutscher Vcrein io be held Mon- Kelly Field, the Advanced Flying of Prayer." The third, from 3:30 to fessor Raymond D. Douglass, Caminvited to attend this meeting in order
The Modern Dance Club presents Dance Magazin( for the best group day evening, February 12, at eight
School. They still have a final three 4:15, on the "Meaning of Character" bridge, Mass.
that plans may be worked out.
1 Doris Humphrey-Charles Weidman composition of 1938.
o'clock in 17 Stevens Hall. A busi- months of flight instruction before will be led by Dean Paul Choke. At Earle R. Gowen, Rockland, Walter
company's
the
to
8
at
additions
March
Group
:00,
Newest
Dance
held
and their
ness meeting of the club will be
receiving their wings and being coin- 4:15 the Vesper Service will be held. K. Hanson, Bangor, Everett P. In16, in the Memorial Gymnasium. repertoire are the "Passacaglia" at 7:30 when new members will be
, misioned as Second Lieutenants in Miss McClure will speak on "The galls, Portland, Fred D. Knight, Bos"Ilere is an ensemble which is un- (Bach) and Opus 51. In all, these initiated.
ton, Mass., Alton T. Littlefield, AuMeaning of Christian Love."
the Air Corps Reserve.
questionably the peer of any similar two artists have created more than a
Habenicht is an authority on Waggusta, Gerald C. Marble, Skowhegan,
organization uhich has been seen in hundred dance compositions, by far the nerian operas. He has played at hunMayland H. Morse, Concord, N. H.,
Dr. Stanislaus F. Snieszko, formerly , America," John Martin said in the largest repretoire of any modern dance dreds of performances of these operas!
Thomas H. Murphy, Lewiston, Harry
company.
of Poland and recently appointed re- Neu, York Times.
here and abroad and is particularly'Coeds
C Riddle, Rangeley, Mrs. Hamlyn
Entirely a product of the Doris well acquainted with Bayreuth, the
Miss Humphrey and Mr. Weidman
search assistant in the department of
Robbins, Scarboro, Harold J. Shaw,
bacteriology at the University, still have enjoyed a long career together. Humphrey-Charles NVeidman School, shrine of all Wagnerites.
Sanford, and Max L. Wilder, Autalk on the subject "Poland Since the They co-operated in producing dances Jose Limon, young Mexican dancer, The lecture will be supplemented by
gusta.
Invasion" at the next meeting of the for such Broadway shows as "Ameri- is not only a leading member of the phonograph records. Mrs. J. F. Klein
attire will be shadowed plaids and
y Trask and Scribner
hl
International Relations Club to be cana," "Flying Colors," and "School group, but he is rapidly gaining diswill assist in demonstrating Wagner's
duskier-toned sweaters. If you can Outing Club Skis to
held Tuesday, February 13, at 7:30 for Husbands." The former was re- finction for himself as a soloist and use of the so-called leit-motifs by
It is definitely agreed that exams afford it (after registering) a beLast
right.
own
his
in
in
choreographer
sequences
a
p.m. in the Faculty Room, South sponsible for the dance
Camp Roosevelt
piano.
the
on
playing them
are followed by a "let-down." You tween-seasons dress is a lifter. It
"Run Lil Chillun" and "Revenge With year, before beginning a coast-toStevens.
Everyone interested in this program
The Maine Outing Club held its
the
make
and
have had a slight vacation, and now will raise your spirits
Dr. Snieszko received both his un- Music," Mr. Weidman for "I'd Rather coast tour with the Humphrey-Weidis invited to attend.
what can help more to provide a new semester seem like a new adven- hike last week-end at Camp Roosevelt,
dergraduate and graduate degrees Be Right," "Life Begins at 8:40," man group, Limon was the only prinpick-up than details of appearance? ture. Attractive colors are rose, green, Fitz Pond. The hikers started from
from Jagellonian University of Kra- "As Thousands Cheer," and "Hold cipal dancer to appear on both of the
programs given at Radio City Music Neil Sawyer Back from
You don't need to rush the season and or blue. If you don't get a dress, add Winslow Hall Saturday morning and
kow, doing his graduate thesis in the Your Horses."
International
"Dance
like a premature Easter bunny, a crisp white collar to your dark returned to the campus Sunday night.
Doris
during
look
lines
flail
Along
serious
more
For
medical
bacteriology.
field of
West Coast Drama Tour but you
can add a few spring-like dress. Brightly-colored chunky jewel- Those on the hike included: Florseveral years lie was instructor in the Humphrey and Charles Weidman have 1900-1937." Ile may also be rememence Cousins, Isabelle Crosby, Anna
Neil Sawyer, a senior majoring in touches to your outfits. That bright- ry adds a lot, too.
Institute of Experimental Medicine at created compositions which were per- bered for his arrangements of the
It can't be necessary to warn you Verrill, June Phelps, Mary Cowan,
psychology, prominent in the Masque, colored skirt that you discarded for
formed with the New York Philhar- dance numbers for "Roberta."
Krakow.
Elizabeth
He continued his advanced studies, monic Symphony, the Cleveland Or- The importance of the contribu- recently returned from California, rich fall colors can be dug out and you not to do anything about your Joan Blake, Peg West,
brought to use again. It will lend a shoed The weather is so undepend- Gammona, Albert Goldsmith, Dick
after receiving his doctorate, Leipzig chestra, and the Philadelphia Orches- tions of the Humphrey-Weidman where he was vacationing.
On the way to the coast, he stopped ray of cheer to an otherwise dreary able that you would just succeed in Coffin, Rtxli I laffner, Al Bonney,
University, in agricultural bacteriol- tra. Weidman', more important group to the art of modern dancing
in
Fisher
Marjory
by
Dallas, Texas, to sec "Our Town," season. A dark sweater with a string ruining them. Your feet can shine Stuart Perkins, Richard Ramsdell.
in
emphasized
ballets,
is
ogy, at the Pasteur Institute in Paris choreography includes his
Frank Robertson, harry Leavitt,
and at Stockholm. During his Rocke- "The Happy Hypocrite," "Candide," the San Francisco News: "When the by Thornton Wilder, the play to be of beads to match the skirt gives the at a later date. The hat problem can
history of dance as an American art next presented by the Masque here, gay effect and still savors of snow and be improved. Softly-colored turbans Bert Sanborn, Wayne Shipman, Clinfeller fellowship from 1929 to 1932, "Quest," and "This Passion"
Miss Humphrey's outstanding con- form is written several generations put on by the Dallas Little Theatre. dark. Contrasted to this is the same in pastel shades are popular and very ton Bardo, Nathaniel Doten, William
his researches in commercial fermentaNicholas Denesuk, Charles
tion of cellulose attracted attention cert dances are "The Shakers," ''New hence, methinks it will be Doris Hum- In I.os Angeles, Sawyer saw seve- dark skirt that you have been wearing good-looking. They are striking atop Riddle,
Phair, Ruth WorcesDorothy
Hall,
coat.
dark
a
just
coat-or
fur
dark
a
sweater
a
with
topped
now
"Tamplays,
winter,
will
all
including
who
legitimate
ral
Weidman
Charles
My
and
"With
phrey
Piece,"
"Tehater
Dances,"
country.
this
throughout
In other words, a transition of light- ter, Margaret Steinmetz, Joanne EvAll students and members of the Red Fires," "American Holiday," and he credited with the creation of evolu- ing of the Shrew," with Alfred Lunt of soft hue.
Relax on the wearing of gawdy red er clothes can lighten the transition alp,. Ruth McClelland, and Ruth
faculty interested in this lecture are "Race of Life." Her "To the Dance" tion, if you prefer, of a dance art most and 1.ynn Fontaine, and Maurice
White.
and startling plaids. More favorable between winter and spring.
Evans' production of "Hamlet."
was awarded a national prize by the typical of the land of their birth."
invited to attend.

February 9

The candidates selected for the 1940
Intramural Carnival Queen are: HilBoy-Girl Relations
da Rowe,'41; Rebecca Hill, '41; Barbara Savage, '42; Jeannette Barry,
Books Written by
'42; and Eugenia Barry, '43.
Hilda Rowe and Rebecca Hill are
Y.W.C.A. Leader
members of Alpha Omicron Pi soGrace Laucks Elliot, author
Mrs.
rority, and Eugenia Barry is a pledge
to Alpha Omicron Pi sorority. Both and college-group speaker, will adHilda Rowe and Barbara Savage were dress a mass meeting of the woman
Sophomore Eagles.
students of the University at the
The election will take place on Wed- Little Theatre, Friday, February 9,
nesday night at the Intramural Ball, 1940, at 3:30 o'clock on Boy-Girl Reand Marion Fitzgerald, the 1939 earSponsored by the Woman's
ni al Queen, will present the winner lations.
with a cup. The new Queen will pre- Student Government Association, she
side over the remaining events of the will also address various smaller
groups on Saturday.
Carnival program.
Author of several books, including
The decorations are to be worked
out in the University colors, and they l'nderstanding the Adolescent Girl,
will have a winter sports theme. The Sex Life of Youth, she is an
Charles Boulanger's orchestra, which authority in the field of boy-girl rehas played for NBC and CBS pro- lations. She has been on the National
grams and for winter resorts at Mia- Council for the Student
youth
Y.WCA,and
continually attends various
mi Beach, will provide the music.
The committee in charge of the dance conferences. At present she is editor
is Harold Bronson, chairman, John of Group, a publication of the National Association for the Study of Group
Reitz, and John Kelley.
Work.
Alice Ann Donovan and Helen
Wormwood, president and vice president respectively of the Women's Government Association, are in charge of
arrangements for the meetings.

Faculty Wives
Conduct Course
In Etiquette

Pastel Shades
Introduced In
Girl's Dorm.

Eldridge to Head
Ski School

Mayo Heads
Alumni Drive,
Library Fund

Wagner Expert
Lecturing Here

Humphrey-Weidman Troup
Presented Many Hits

1

Snieszko Speaks
To Int.Rel.Club

Shed Riotous Reds
For Subdued Spring Shades
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Campus Res Politicae

Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the
University of Maine

By Edwin Young

Both the press and the radio are
Mc
daily concerned with the startling
EEEEEEEEEE
r001
I' IONIA I. •OVERTISIIMO
Advertising Service, Inc. news that comes from Mr. Dies'
Pissocideci Colletsiate Press National
College Pablo-then Representatite
committee to investigate un-American
of
Distributor
NEW YORK N.Y.
420 MADISON Ave
CNIC A40 • DOS t0111 • Los *MUM • Sal F11111.111100 activities. Charges of illegal and nonCt)Ilecsiate Di6est
judicial procedure are hurled at the
Address all business correspondence to the Business Manager, all other cores- committee. The committee continualspondence to the Editor-in-Chief.
ly warns against revolution and esZntered as second-class matter at the post-office. Orono, Maine.
Subscription: PAO a year.
pionage. The whole thing serves as a
Maine.
Orono,
Press,
University
the
0,1
at
1Pri
Advertising Rate 50$ per column inch
sort of political side-show and at the
Office on the third floor of M.C.A. building. Tel. Extension 51
same time keeps Mr. Dies' name beEditor-in-Chief fore the public.
CHARLES A. PEIRCE
••••
Business Manager
PETER J. SKOLFIS
There is another investigating comEDITORIAL BOARD
mittee that rarely makes the front
Sports Editor page or the radio with which we
David Astor
Warren Randall . Managing Editor
Dorothy Shiro..Women's News Editor should be concerned. This committee
Associate Editor
Rachel Kent
Gwendolyn Weymouth . Society Editor
News Editor
Charles Leining
is the La Follette Civil Liberties
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS—Myer Alpert, Marguerite Bannigan, William Committee. It does its work in a
Ingham,
Chandler, Bud Godwin, Miriam Golden, Alma Hansen, Joseph
business-like fashion, hires trained inStephen Kierstead, Phyllis Marks, John Mayo, Virginia Pease, William Treat. vestigators, and tries to grind no poSTAR REPORTERS—Richard Cranch, Dorrice Dow, Kathleen Duplisse, litical axes. All over the country
Paul Ehrenfried, Edith Jacobs, Borris Kleiner.
this committee has investigated the
REPORTERS—Daniel Caouette, Robert Elwell, Patricia Gogan, Charlene denial of civil rights, especially in the
Perkins, Ada Saltzman, George Sclunidt, Mary Scribner, Doreen Trask, field of labor.
Catherine Ward, Mary Louise White, Robert Willets.
••••
CUB REPORTERS—Constance Banks, Virginia Clark, Corrine Comstock, They have discovered how strikeDorothy Day, Jane Dyer, Harold Garfinkle, Barbara Hogan, Dorothy
breakers, tear gas, clubs, and labor
Ouellette, Barbara Thompson, Ruth Towne.
RADIO COMMITTEE—Marguerite Bannigan, chairman; Marcia Finks, spies have been used to intimidate
labor. They have investigated the
Eleanor Look.
POLL COMMITTEE—Beth Trott, chairman; Blanche Conlan, Mavis Cream- conditions in California which caused
Steinbeck to write his Grapes of
er, Wayne Hoy, Martin Scher, Edward Schertzer, Dora West.
Wrath, and they have studied political
BUSINESS STAFF
intimidation from one end of this
Louis P. Lorusso
Advertising Manager
country to another. Carefully preFrances Andrews
Subscription Manager
Harold Jordan
pared reports of these investigations
Circulation Manager
Business Assistants ... ........ LeRoy Shepard, Louis Lorusso,
have been printed and are available
Howard DeShon, Clifford West
to the public or to the newspapers.
Perhaps some of the newspapers, like
the Los Angeks Times, have attacked
the committee because of vested interests, perhaps some newspapers have
they
If freshmen were gullible enough to believe everything that
ignored them because of sonic interrather
have
a
would
they
period,
two-week
this
will hear during
est. What does your newspaper do
perverted outlook on college and college life. Despite high pressure about it?
••••
techniques which tend to overemphasize the importance of fraterniIn 1936 correspondents from all over
ties, it is still possible, we belive, for rushees to maintain a sane attithe world flocked to Spain to report
tude toward fraternities and their relationship to the University.
on the Civil War that had broken out
dorminot
buildings
recreation
Since the University has neither
there. We heard reports from both
tories for upperclass men, it is natural that social life should center sides while the war lasted. Rarely
around the fraternities. Unfortunately, many freshmen receive does news conic from Spain now, and
what does come tells us little except
during the rushing period the impression that the social activities that everything is under control and
are the main functions of fraternities and of the University. Soon- the trials are still going on. Now
er or later it will be discovered that such is not the case. Neverthe- reports are coming very freely from
less, this same impression often hangs over through the next year at least one side in Finland. We wonwhen pledges move into the houses. Results of this hangover are der what kind of news will conic out
of Finland when this is all over.
particularly evident at the present time.
• • • •
Fraternity members find, as a rule, that their lowest semester
Totalitarianism may very well take
grades come during the sophomore year. We feel that the chief notice from what has happened in
cause of this condition is the wrong personal attitude that students Nazi Germany. In 1933 the present
have toward the objectives of a college education, an attitude which area of Germany had sixty-six thousand doctors. Due to the persecution
in most cases can be traced directly to impressions received during
of Jewish physicians and the discourrushing.
agement of intellectual pursuits, this
To be sure, fraternities are important. They can be of great number has been reduced to thirtybenefit to certain types of students. They can also be just as detri- seven thousand. The army has taken
mental to others. Therefore, we urge all freshmen to think over twenty-nine thousand, leaving eight
the fraternity question very carefully before taking any steps that thousand to care for ninety millions
of people. If the morale of the Germight be regretted later. It might be well for the individual to ask man people
cracks, this may be one
himself the following questions: What is my chief purpose in com- of the chief reasons.
conflict
ing to college? In what ways does my joining a fraternity
with or supplement this objective? Am I the type who can successrl
fully accomplish my purpose in coming to college and at the same
time derive benefits from fraternity life?
Having answered these questions, it would be wise to go a
step farther and consider the individual fraternities. The prospecBy Mim i
tive pledge should know all the costs involved in joining his future
Dormitory
Path and Fraternity
fraternity. He should analyze his own personality and compare
Row an. just one maze of heartaches
it with the general atmosphere of the house he plans to join. He
and heartthrobs—now that ranks are
should be sure that joining such and such a fraternity will not bas- no longer incubator babies. To those
ically change his personality, but rather develop it more fully along who made Dean's List—Congrats;
to those who didn't—keep trying, the
those lines it has already taken.
These arc some of the more fundamental questions for fresh- law of averages has got to protect
the Hiirking class ; to those who made
men to decide before pledging to a fraternity.
Probation—w-w-ell ; and to those who
didn't—adios.
And while on this subject—the man
who said Monkeys is the craziest pen
ASSOCIATED COLLEGIATE PRESS, February 8, 1940.— ple certainly didn't know of the human species. Now there is one perDespite the fact that collegiate writers on foreign affairs have
son we just can't understand—and that
all the sympathy in the world for the cause of the plucky Finns in one person is the average college stutheir fight against Russian aggression. the great majority of the dent. The night before any one of his
college newspaper editorialists do not favor the proposed govern- Finals he is busily engaged in studying as he has never studied before.
ment loan to Finland.
He tells his pals "Gee, I can't possiThe almost-unanimous opinion of the collegians is that such a
bly get all this work done before the
loan would be a violation of U. S. neutrality and would tend to Exam. Oh, if I could only hit it for
draw us into the conflict. In addition, they maintain, this money a 'C,' I would be so happy." Yep, he's
should be used in this country for relief funds. There is a sugges- gonna be SO happy. And then comes
tion, too, that the people of the U. S. should think first of their own the revolution—ranks are posted! His
fellow-citizens before they contribute to Finnish relief funds raised face is a sourpuss—he looks like the
death scene in Hamlet. Well, what
by private groups.
happened! Ile got the "C"!
The Santa Barbara State College El Gaucho argues the point
We have a little friend with an adorin this manner: "Neutrality, like life, is just what you make it. And able sense of humor. One wintry
to be effective, neutrality's motto must be 'what's good for the goose blowy day he showed us his hands—
is good for the gander.' That is why this tendency to look the all rough, red, and chapped. He
other way when it comes to dealing with Finland in the current con- wanted to know if that meant that he
was going to have 'little Chaps'!
flict with Russia is a dangerous practice. It is an open breach of
Signs of Spring—Balmy breezes,
true neutrality, whether it assumes the guise of humanitarianism, debookstore lab., one coke with two
mocracy or what-have-you. It is a road to war, deeply worn by the straws, for two people, bright clothes,
travel of would-be neutrals."
dark glasses, class cuts, sunrise sereCiting our needs for the money here in the U. S., the Univer- nades, and no rubbers.
I.ast week-end the campus was as
sity of Michigan Daily says: "It is difficult not to admire the fight
the Finns are putting up in defense of their homeland. It is diffi- empty as a college student's pocketbook. Everyone who lived anywhere
cult not to respect their courage and perseverance. But it is far
ithin shooting distance appeared to
more difficult to close our eyes to the needs of the American people have gone home to Ma and Pa. We,
when the cry goes up for aid to Finland."
too! Kinda nice.

Attention! Prospective Pledges
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On The Mellow Side-----9
Steve Kierstead and John Mayo

The first record that we would like just blues all the way through but
MOrr‘r
Irlir
to call to your attention after our long arranged in figures for accompaniBy Marguerite Bannigan
By University Snoops
lay-off is Muggsy Spanier's Dipper ment. James gets off on some really
Wine of Good Hope, according to Well, finals are over—Now ina3be Mouth Blocs and I Wish I Could solid blues and the band really walks
Ralph Thompson of the New York the campus will settle down to normal Shimmy Like My Sister Kate. These the stuff. There are some very fine
brass, hat mute figures, and some nice
Times book review department, is the
again! I ! New courses prove inter- are both old tunes and played in the piano work. The last of this side
author's (David Rame) "first venture
esting—Cam and Jerome taking one most relaxed abandon. Dipper Mouth proves what can be done with a band
into the field of serious fiction." This, together... Congrats to Cam Reed is real Dixie from way back and feaplaying lifting blues figures against
perhaps, explains why the novel is, at and Ed Kozicky—They
went shopping tures sonic fine piano work by Joe each other with a horn taking off; it
best, only mediocre.
for a fishing license and ended up with Bushkin and other solos handled by is really swell. The ending is a killer
The story opens in a South African a diamond....
clarinet and cornet as played by Mug- with Harry taking riffs and joined
setting. Languedoc is the old family Rumford Carnival
made a nice gsy. A while back Muggsy was in a finally by the band in a terrific figure
Love
Lemaire
family.
estate of the
week-end—At least to Flossie and sanitorium, and the doctors said he
and intense desire for this estate, which Bret, Margie and Satch, and Larry never would toot a horn again, but containing two bend notes. Here
has been in the family for generations, and Ginny ... Quite a week-end us the here he is back again and fronting Comes the Night is, as you might
expect from the title, a different, yet
becomes almost an obsesion with Ton- dorms on
campus—but those left the finest of Dixie bands and playing beautiful thing. It is more or less a
ia, oldest girl of a shallow mother and scented to
have fun...Certainly is nice the same wonderful horn. I Wish I
a roving father. Her brother, Tony, to stop for a skate betwc:n classes— Could Shimmy is a bit slower, and tone poem and should make a hit. The
vocal is sung by Frank Sinatra, and
fulfils the tradition that all Lemaire That rink is a
again features Jos Bushkin and Mug- the song is played to perfection
good idea...
by the
men yield to their urge to roam. PrevThere
is
also
a
terrific
vocal
by
gsy.
ious to his leaving, his mother, rebel- What's up between Hilda and trombonist George Brunies. Both sides band. James demonstrates his ability
ling against he responsibility of the Deke—We think there's definitely ! are the real thing, and for those who to play straight as well as hot. This
No. 35227.
estate had eloped to escape the mem- something there... We hear Ami's appreciate Dixie stuff it will meet is on Columbia
• •••
ories of "the old house, which throttled taking a course in children's clothing lapproval as it has everywhere. By the
and Bill thinks the things she makes
Larry Clinton now comes forward
her, with its weight of half-remembered
B-10506.
with a disc that shows that the band
are too cute for words...If you nay, Bluebird•No.
•••
feuds, its old bitternesses."
has something if they want to make
should happen to get a Portland staThese events left Tonia, whose pas- tion early in the morning you might
Now we have one of Shaw's last use of it. Toselli's Serenade on
one
sion for Languedoc dominated her hear Ginny Maguire—She has a pro- recordings made before he left the side is followed by a fine ballad, My
mistress
completely,
the
Didn't
almost
band
business.
Shadows
and
I
heart
Silent Mood on the reverse side. The
gram five days a week...
KNOW What Time It Was are the two
of the estate, although she remained
Serenade is a very, very fine arrangeJanet
Berry
doesn't
like
the
rushunwillingly somewhat under the domand very well done. Shadows is by ment with fine trombone
riffs and an
ination of a blunt old grandmother. ing season—It takes too much of Frankie Carle who did a fine bit of ultra fine bit of alto sax
soloing by
Harv's
time...For
that
matter,
who
From here on ,the thread of the narwork when he turned out Sunrise some guy who should be
with someisn't glad when it is all over,
...Why Serenade. It is a beautiful thing and
rative unwinds to tell the tale of Tony's
one else beside Clinton, unless he gets
travels. Occasionally it loops back to should "Wockland's" Meredith Don- played with utmost taste, Artie play- more chance for solo work. There
is
dis,
with
his
superior
knowledge
of
brief
glimpse
we
Didn't
Languedoc where
ing his usual fine clarinet. I
a local lad that plays nearly the same
love
and
life,
mind
the
publicity
of
Know is from one of the new musical style and we
flashes of Tonia and Lowell, the girl
mean that it is good and
whose attraction for Tony was over- visits to Bangor? ?!MacGregor is shows and Helen Forrest does a good really way out
front. It is none other
back!
hi
Doesn't
that
thrill
you,
girls?
powered by his yearning to see the
vocal. It is a good ballad and seems than Jack
O'Brien with Watie Akins,
Arbor, Loring, and Tracy broke loose to be a coming number. Bluebird No.
world.
now playing third sax for said maefor a grand weck-end...Eugenia in- r B-10502.
Adventure is a dominant flavor terested in Bill Gilman
stro but who used to work for Bobby
now—Nice
•
•
*
•
throughout this occasionally indiges- going...
Hackett. Now to get back to the
The Count Basic now puts forth disc—on the
tible concoction of characters and inother side we have My
All
of
the
Maples
inhabitants
muffin' at the Woodside and Dark
cidents. A journey to Brazil, diamond
Silent Mood, a good ballad sung in
smuggling, the excitement of fleeing seemed to have journeyed to Houlton Rapture. Jupnpite is another of the a very pleasing baritone voice by
for the week-end... Our ski team Count's fine jump tunes, and features
from revenue officers, and revolution in
Terry Allen. In general it is a good
Sao Paulo provide entertainment for certainly did well for themselves this fine alto, piano, and trumpet solos. tune and should draw some attention.
past
week-end—placed
third
in
Class
It
is
nothing
but
figures
that
get
to
be
the reader, or at least the South AfriBluebird No. 26417.
can-born writer apparently intend them A—Only New Hampshire and Dart- a bit monotonous except when broken
* * ••
mouth
were
ahead
of
them
at
Durby the solo work. It is interesting that
to. But there is nothing especially orgFor
those
of
you who want a reham
...
Also
in the line of sports— sonic of the tunes that Basic made
inal or unusual in either the incidents
cording of The Little Red Fox, you
Best
of
wishes
for
success
to
the
track
famous
are
but
unison
figure
jam
material
is
old
The
treatment.
or the
know,"Nyar-Nyar-Nyar Said the Litstuff without new raiment. Possibly team at the BAA in Boston ...the tunes that the lads in the band made tle Fox,' well, about the best to be
basketball
team
still
has
a
heavy
and
up.
Yet
they
pack
a
terrific
amount
many of the vulgarities were inserted
had is by Orrin Tucker and Bonnie
for sales purposes, but they prove to be hard schedule ahead of them—Best of push and are really solid. Such is Baker, but we can't tell you on which
of
luck
to
them
...
• this tune. Dark Rapture is a typical
pretty boring. As if in anticipation of
label. Anyway you probably have the
Negro ballad that sounds much like
your yawns, the author keeps our hero
thing by now and have worn the
Ellington
and
is
sung
by
that
knockleading,
the
time
the
move
most
of
on
Phi Eta Kappa, Dorm A
grooves bard—KEEP SWINGIN'.
out
gal,
Helen
Humes.
The
whole
thence
,
him from Brazil to Chile, and
Win Track Trophies
number has a lot of drive for a slow
The first man to send photographs
to the far east, all the while permeating him with nostalgic longing for
The Charles Rice Trophy was won tune. Decca•No. 2212.
by wire is now a Stevens Institute of
•••
Languedoc and Lowell.
by Phi Eta Kappa, and the IntramuThe great "Power House" Harry Technology faculty member. (A.C.P.)
His discoveries in Malaya of the in- ral award was won by Dorm A in the
Beaver College students have a
James
now comes to the front with
discretions of his roving father evoke combined Rice Trophy-Intramural
two swell tunes, very un-alike, but "vagabonding" system that allows
in him again the ever-recurring, trou- track meet held in the Field House
both, in our humble estimation, are them to audit any lecture given in the
ble-besetting conflicts of indecision. Saturday, January 20.
very fine. The first is Feet Draggin' college. (A.C.P.)
Ile doesn't find himself, doesn't know
Phi Eta Kappa's 35 points were colBlues and the other side is Here;
his own mind even after he sees Lowell lected chiefly through the work of
Comes the Night. Feet Draggin' is
Patronize Our Advertisers
at Gibraltar. He follows her to Amer- Don Smith, who won the mile and two
ica still uncertain as to whether he mile, Herb Johnson, who won the disAfter cus, and Rich and NVeaver, who took
15 destined to wander forever.
•
FRESHMEN!
UPPERCLASSMEN!
finding her in Maine where they both first and second places in the pole
I.00k your best during "Rushing" by wearing clothes
discover how strong and important is vault.
handsomely cleaned and pressed at
their love for one another, they finally
Dorm A was runner-up for the
return to Languedoc and all is well. Rice Trophy with a score of 25 points.
HILLSON'S
Tony has found himself.
Radley, Brady, Moody, Martinez, an , I
Tel. Orono 336
Definitely second-rate, in spite of a Hadlock starring.
•
•
-.metimes beautiful phrasing and a
Dorm A fared better in the Intra-inicessful conveyance of atmosphere. mural competition, w inning with a
It
of Good Hope suffers from tio total of 50 points. Radley won the
many incidents, ineffectual, unconvinc- 300 yard dash, Stewart w on the 600
ing treatment of its chief character, yard run, Moody won the mile, Marand sensationalism in many parts.
tinez took the two mile. Brady won
Wine of Good Hope, by David the high jump, and Dodge was outMacmillan.)
!tame, 511 pages,_
standing in the weight events.
The College of Emporia was the The dormitories seemed to domifirst U. S. college to receive a Car- nate the Intramural competition, West
Oak tying with Phi Eta Kappa for
negie library. (A.C.P.)
second place, East Oak taking third
A crime prevention club has been place, and Dorm B coming in fourth.
formed by Canisius College students
(A.C.P.)
Peace is the new patriotism.

TAILOR SHOP

ARROW
TRUMP

ESQUIR2 shows Ceecirore Stripes
A rxo v's nc,.est smart shirt. Bedfcrd Stripes, makes its bow in
this month's Esquire.
The colors are pleasingly soft; the
stripes widely spaced and harmoniously blended.
The fabric is fine broadcloth . . .
the collar is typically Arrow ... the
shrinkage is eliminated (SanforizedShrunk—fabric shrinkage less than
116.)
All this is yours for $2.23— stop
in today and get iti

Arrow ties especially designed
to go with Bedford Stripes, it

VIRGIE'S
UNIVERSITY STORE
ORONO

$2

Survival of the Fittest
t ROW TRUMP'S the longest wearing and
the fittin'est shirt you ever put on your
back. The superb Mitoga form-fit is custom
shaped to your build. Trump's sleek, goodlooking soft collar is one of Arrow's bestspecially woven and Arrow styled.

A

Tell your roommate to buy some white Trump
shirts today. Only two dollars each. You'll
like them—so will he! They're Sanforizedshrunk
fabric shrinkage less than 1% — a
new shirt free if one ever shrinks out of fit.

ARROW SHIRTS
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Connecticut and Colby Fives
To Meet Maine In Brace
Of Basketball Encounters

Pale Blue Harriers
Enter Seven Men In
B.A.A., Harvard Meets
Johnson and Bennett
Are Expected To Do Presque Isle
Well in the Weights Faces Plebes
By Paul Ehrenfried
The University of Maine will be
represented in the mile relay, the
1000 yard run, the 45 yard high
hurdles, and the 35 pound %eight
es cuts at the Ltoston Athletic Association Track Meet and the Harvard Weight Meet at Boston next
Saturday.
Smith, Ehrlenbach, Jordan, and Kelso or Conti will run in the mile relay,
Don Smith will compete in the 1000
yard run, Bill Gilman will enter the
45 yard high hurdles, and Stan Johnson and Bob Bennett will compete in
the 35 pound weight event. In the
afternoon Bennett and Johnson will
enter the weight throwing events in
the Harvard Indoor Weight Meet.
Stan Johnson won the Harvard
meet last year with a toss of 53 feet
IlY2 inches. Bob Betmett placed
fourth, throwing the weight 49 feet
91/. inches. Boulter, of Bowdoin, who
is competing again this year, took
third place. The stiffest competition
will probably be offered by Shallow,
of Harvard, who has been showing
extremely well in weight events this
year. Boulter and Perkins, of Bowdoin, Barlow, of Rhode Island, and
Zabilski, of Boston College, are other
outstanding weight men who will be
competing this year.
In the 1000 yard run Don Smith will
be up against some of the finest competition that the country can offer.
John Borican, of the Shore A.C., was
recently selected All-American in the
1000 meters. Howard Borck, of the
Melrose A.C., set an intercollegiate
record in the mile run in June, 1938.
John Woodruff set a new Melrose
record last Saturday and was intercollegiate champion in the one-half
and one-quarter mile run. BlaMe
Rideout, mentioned for All-American
honors, is also running.

By Dave Astor
Letter to the Vanity Basketball squad

Here Saturday
Probably the strongest high-school
team in this part of Maine will be
here this Saturday, when Presque Isle
invades the Maine court to play it
out with the undefeated frosh.
The boys of the Presque Isle team
are big and well drilled, with a good
zone defense as the result. "The
late scoring that is characteristic of
their games shows," Coach Sezalc
says, "that the team has great
strength." The quintet has three excellent players in Hunter, Thomas,
and Curtis; the latter is a brother of
Phil Curtis of the Maine varsity
squad.
The frosh are drilling hard in preparation for this battle, which promises
to be the best basketball game of the
freshman year.

I The Amazon I
By Corinne Comstock

The tournament of intramural games
will begin this next week-end according to an announcement made by Dorothy Shiro, the manager of girls'
basketball. The schedule, however
has not been released.
The annual intercollegiate playday
will be held this year at Nasson College February 23, 24, 25, said Marjorie Deering, president of W.A.A.
Several delegates will represent
Maine. Last year girls from Bates,
Colby, New Hampshire, and Nasson
came to the University of Maine for
the playday.
Since the weather forbids skiing,
the scheduled winter sports classes
have been meeting on the skating rink.

Dear Fellows:

Rifle Team
In Matches
The first Tomorrow

This Saturday we start on a new era in our basketball series.
lap has gone by, and we mean gone by. We might not have enjoyed the
glory that comes with constant victories, but we are consoled by the fact
that this is a building year, and our boys are out doing their best—what more
can we ask.
We want the squad to forget the past insofar as the scores go and remember them as only experience gained. The old semester with the scholastic ranks and athletic records has gone by. We can do nothing about
them now—we can only hope to improve and make new and better ranks
and records. There's one thing we can't do, however. We can't get discouraged and give up. We are not and must not be quitters. We've got to
take a deep breath, stick out our chests, and be fighters from start to finish,
no matter what the odds or the reputation of our opponents might be. We
might be behind that proverbial eight ball from time to time, but if we're
in that game fighting from beginning to end, we've got a better than even
chance of being on the long end of the score.
One thing more. The student body feels that we've got a potentially
fine club, and they're right behind the team 100%.

Winter Sports
Team In Two
Ski Meets

Squad Aided
By Return
Of Crowley

By Harold Garfinkle
Next Saturday the Maine ski team
The Connecticut Nutmeggers and
goes into action on two fronts, sending
its second team to participate in the the Colby Mules offer the Maine
Bears their next basketball compeColby meet and the first to Bates.
Coach Ted Curtis stated early this titon. The Connecticut game is
week that he expected Bates College slated for Saturday night, and the
to give the Pale Blue skiers the most Colby match comes on NN ednesday.
trouble. Last year Maine won both Both contests will be played at
these events, and they should win home.
them this year. Probably the same
Mid-year examinations, while not
men will go to Bates as went to New doing away with any of the players,
Hampshire; however, time trials were have provided ample opportunity for
held this week which may cause some the boys to lose their form. Practice
new faces to appear on the team.
all this week, however, has put the
The Maine team has been greatly Bears back to where they were behandicapped by the lack of snow, fore the ordeal.
which has reduced the amount of
The Connecticut team is generally
practice they have been able to have. conceded by experts to be a faster,
In the event that the carnivals are better working club than the Rhode
cancelled, there is a good probability Island aggregate. The Storrsmen
Very truly yours,
that the University will send several claim an organized, strategic offense
The Student Body
men to compete in the Fort Fairfield with passing as the highlight. Forwards Herb Peterson and Bob Doncarnival.
This week-end our athletic season opens in full swing. The relay team,
The Bower Brothers, Bill and John, nelly are probably two of the most
Boston;
the
winter
are
competing
in
throwers,
and
a
hurdler
Iwo hammer
are expected to take honors in the shining individual performers in New
sports team will be split up in order to compete at both the Colby and Bates
cross country and slalom events at the England and, along with guard Tukacarnivals; and the varsity basketball team wets Connecticut here.
Bates meet. Oscar Riddle is counted chevsky, they form a smooth, planned
Last year at this time, Stan Johnson won the hammer throw at the Haron for a good performance in the offense.
vard Meet, the winter sports team won both the Bates and Colby carnivals,
The Colby team is strengthened by
downhill and jump.
the Kenyonmen lost an overtime game to Connecticut, and the relay taut
the recent eligibility of two promismade a creditable showing.
ing frosh, Johnny Lomac, who plays
the forward position, and Jenny Lee,
A look into the crystal ball and a walk onto the proverbial limb tells us:
who ocupies the center berth. Boastwin
Don Smith and Bill Gilman will surprise; the winter sports team
ing one of its finest teams in years,
both meets despite lack of snow for practice; either Stan Johnson or Lefty
The league standings and percent- the White Mule credits itself with
Bennett will win the 35 pound weight throw; the relay team will perform
ages in Intramural basketball for the forwards Flynn and Rimsoulcas. The
creditably; and the varsity basketball team—well, just don't be too surprised.
month of January are as follows:
latter is the highest scorer in the state.
The teams have been reduced in
NORTHERN LEAGUE
Center Peters and guards Shiro and
number to include, on the Frosh, RoProbably one of the busiest men in the school, he is a human dynamo....
Won Lost Percent Pearl have contributed to no small
bert Dodge, Harold LaCroix, Eben
As Faculty Manager of Athletics he has given many, many extra hours for
4
0
1.000 degree to Colby's success thus far
Leavitt, Richard Norton, Phil Plais- Dorm A
the athletes and the University.— Always willing to co-operate with a
0
1.000 this season.
ted, Chester Savasuk, Robert Scott, Phi Eta Kappa 3
ready cheerful smile even for the most trivial of things.... He has brought
The morale of the Pale Blue outfit
Richard Sinkinson, Harold Whitely. Sigma Alpha
many new and better things for the University.... Even though his time
Epsilon
3
1
.750 is boosted somewhat by the eligibility
The
Varsity
team
now
includes
coach
winter
sports—
finds
time
enough
to
schedule is apparently filled, he
13 Club
2
1
.666 of last year's frosh ace, Nat Crowley,
A coach and faculty Richard Coffin, Richard Cranch, Mc- Beta
his results proved by championships and trophys
Theta Pi
2
1
.666 who will probably see service in at
Clure
Day,
Richard
Day,
Clarence
manager who takes a personal interest in the equipment and needs of each
Indies
2
2
.500 least one of the two contests coming.
individual athlete.... Beloved by one and all....Of our own Ted Curtis we Dow, Paul Galentine, Ray Gay, James Kappa Sigma
Starting Saturday night will probably
1
2
.333
McCain, Harry Peavey, Ralph Pipes,
are mighty proud.
be Chick Wilson and Charlie Arbor
Theta
Chi
1
2
.333
and Charles Smith.
East Oak
1
3
.250 at guards, sophomore Gene Leger at
Managers appointed are George El3
0
.000 center, and Buzz Tracy and Parker
Things 'n stuff ...A Bear Hug to the freshman track and basketball lis, head; Rudolph Haffner, sopho- Sigma Nu
4
.000 Small at forwards. Connecticut apteams. It was a real thrill to watch those freshman runners come in ahead more assistant; and Lindley W. God- Delta Tau Delta 0
Epsilonageu—.j -nft—cf
ET SH pears to be the most powerful outfit
of varsity men. We 040 congratulate Coach Secak and his bunch of !nat- son, frost] assistant.
is the New England Conference;
SOUTHERN LEAGUE
ters. Great club— 11'e hope that the IVinter Carnival committee will take
Colby is leading in the state series;
advantage of the skating rink for perhaps the finals of intramural hockey,
Won Lost Percent the big question is, then, Can Maine
—Ineligibility
certainly
took
its
or a figure skating contest, for exampk
Cabin Colony
4
0
1.000 successfully oppose these two strong
toll...The band is doing a fine job at the basketball games. We feel that
Phi Kappa Sigma 3
0
1.000 outfits at this delicate point in the
for its size. we have one of the best bands in the country... incidentally, that
Alpha Tau Omega 3
0
1.000 schedule?
handsome drummer who is featured with the swing band is Paul Ehrenfried,
Phi Mu Delta
3
0
1.000
one of our sports writers... Did you know that we have thc makings of a
Commuters
2
1
.666
good fencing team here at the University...Of all the irony. Last night
Tau Epsilon Phi 2
1
.666
Stan
Johnson,
University
of
Maine
exciting
game.
While
the:
the frosh defeated Coburn in an exceptionally
1
.666
Phi Gamma Delta 2
track
star,
was
selected
as
All-Ameriteams were taking turns leading, one of the coeds was calmly knitting!!
0
3
Sigma Chi
.000
can in the 56 pound weight event on Lambda Chi
With a full two weeks practice bea team drawn up annually by Data
0
Alpha
3
.000 fore the next meet, Coach Jenkins is
Ferris, secretary-treasurer of the Atn- Alpha Gamma
optimistic as regards the chances of
ateur Athletic Union.
Rho
0
3
.000 the frosh track team against Bridgton
Glenn Cunningham, who hasn't Dorm B
0
3
.000 Academy Saturday, February 17.
The success of the members in the
missed since 1933, was nominated Oak \Vest
0
4
.000
final exams leaves the frosh team
again this year for the 1500 meter run.
with almost the same strength they
Joseph
McCluskey, Manchester,
NOTICE
had before the turn of the semester.
Comm., who has won more national
Several fountain pens have been
Only Bill Brock, who has been a
championships than any athlete now in
found in 105 Stevens. Owners
consistent point-getter in the high
llipetition, and who hasn't missed
should apply to Professor Dow in
jump, will not see action for the
the team since 1930, sias nominated
145 Stevens Hall.
present semester.
for the steeplechase.
NOTICE
According to the coach, most of
The team is selected from outstandThe Men's Glee Club will rehearse the men will run in the same events
ing athletes all over the United States.
at 7:00 Thursday, February 8, in the that they participated in in the Intramural,. The only possibility for a
M.C.A. building.
Patronize Our Advertisers
change is in the distance events, where
the coach is trying the cross country
runners at various distances in order
to determine their strongest event.
From the reports of the Bridgton
Buy College Textbooks at Reduced Prices—Save from
team it appears that their strength is
10% to SS%
its but two positions, the weights and
Direct Agents for Barnes & Noble, Inc.
sprints. However, the freshmen have
capable men in these events and it
is expected that they will continue to
7 Ilammond St.
Bangor, Maine
show their great strength.
Second Floor—Opp. Merrill Trust—Phone 5093
Both rifle teams of the University
of Maine will meet the Penobscot
Valley Rifle and Pistol Club here
tomorrow night at 7:00 p.m. in the
first shoulder-to-shoulder match of the
season. Shooting against the Bangor
club in the prone and off-hand positions, the squad has a good chance of
victory compared to last year when
they won one and lost one.
Improvement has been shown by the
fact that the squad has lost only two
matches out of sixteen since the beginning of the season, to U. C. L. A.
and the University of Washington.
The victories count such teams as the
University of Michigan, Kemper Military School, Indiana University, Yale,
Columbia, and State University of
Iowa. Other scalps have been the
University of Vermont, University of
Delaware, Norwich, Niagara University, Clarkson School of Teclmology,
St. Norbert College, Drexel Institute,
and Rhode Island.
In addition to the shoulder-toshoulder match, the squad has postal
competition this week with Michigan
State, Georgia Tech, University of
Idaho, Ohio University, West Virginia University, University of Georgia, University of Wisconsin, Rutgers
University, Tennessee, Virginia Polytech, University of New Hampshire,
Knox College, and University of Vermont.

Intramural Basketball
Standings Released

Stan Johnson
Is Selected
All-American

Frosh Tracksters Ready
For Meet with Bridgton

-694r4z:i

ATTENTION! STUDENTS!

telephone
public
Every
telephone • ..
YOUR
ha lf a
is
more than

MILLER BOOK CO.

are
nre
them!
the
ad
million of

Keep America out of War.
•

•
Visit the U. of M. Skating Rink
with skates sharpened by "Swarmir" of

SWANNIE'S SHOE REPAIR SHOP
You'll find them in stores, eating places, gas stations

Everywhere Coca-Cola
carries a conviction of

along the highways—in all kinds of public places

•

quality. Four generations
have known and enjoyed

convenient for your use.

NOTICE

this drink. Millions of
Nowhere else in the world is the distribution of telephones so general. And nowhere else can you get such

"Maine Dear"Cafeteria

times a day, people the

on Main Street, Orono
now under new management. Drop in for a visit—
you'll like it very much

world over experience
the thrill of its taste and

fast, accurate, and friendly service at such low cost.

the refreshed feeling that

VALENTINE'S DAY

follows.

THE

Bill
3YSTI

Why not telephone home often? Rotes to most
points ore lowest nny night after 7 P.M. and all
day Sunday.

•

PAUSE THAT

Spend an enjoyable evening with "her" or "him" at Spruce's
Log Lodge. The food is excellent, the music soft,
and the lights are low

REFRt•

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by
•

Orono

Main Street

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, INC.
113 . Perkins St.. Bangor, Maine

SPRUCE'S LOG 1.01IGE

Feb. 14th

Nichols' Drug
Store

ORONO
•

•

THE MAINE CAMPUS

4

RUSS WOOLLEY
(Continued from Page One)

Varsity Winter Sports
Team Grabs 3rd Place

7te04
ombmatio
jai's Abmi
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You can look the whole world over and you won't
find another cigarette with Chesterfield's RIGHT COMBINATION of the best American and Turkish tobaccos.
In Chesterfield you find just what every smoker
looks for... COOL SMOKING, definite MILDNESS, and the
one thing that really satisfies...downright GOOD TASTE.

Masque Observes
34th Active Season

"Our Town," a Pulitzer prize-winning play by Thornton Wilder, is quite
unconventional (and promises to be
an interesting experiment for the
Masque) because of the fact that it
is produced entirely without scenery.
Aided by the omission of scenery and
the use of symbolism, Wilder attempts
to convey the idea that truth is to be
found only in the future. He stresses
the point that living people, occupied
with their petty occupations and small
thoughts, know little of true joy or
happiness.
The play was first produced by Jed
Harris at Henry Miller's New York
Theatre in 1938 with Frank Craven
playing the part of the stage manager.

In conjunction with the observance
Thursday
February 8
of National Drama Week, the Maine
7:00 .Men's Glee Club Rehearsal
Masque has arranged an exhibit on
M.C.A. the second floor of the Library.
Friday
February 9
Together with the celebration of
3:30 W.S.G.A. Meeting
Drama Week, the Masque is observLittle Theatre ing the 34th consecutive season of its
8:00 S.A.E. Informal
existence. Started in 1906 as the
Sigma Chi Informal
University of Maine Dramatic Club,
Kappa Sigma Informal
the progress of the Masque has closeSaturday ly paralleled the growth of the UniFebruary 10
4:00 Phi Gamma Delta Informal versity.
Delta Tau Delta Informal
Quite different from the Dramatic
6:45 Frosh-Presque Isle Basketball Club which produced one play a year
Game
on a collapsible stage in the old gym8:00 Connecticut vs. Univ. of Maine nasium is the present Masque which
Sunday presents four productions on four sucFebruary 11
11:00-12:00 Morning Service
cessive nights in the Little Theatre.
Little Theatre The progress of the Masque may also
STUDENTS
Little Theatre be reckoned in the growth of students
4:15 Vespers
(Continued from Page One)
7:00 Student Forum Little Theatre participating; up to 1930 the number
This committee found it feasible to February 13
Tuesday in the organization included about
conduct a campaign among the student 7:(N) Men's Glee Club Rehearsal
fifty members. However, with the
body. The first step was the formanew interest in the Little Theatre
tion of the Advisory Council composed 6:00 Balentine Formal Dinner
movement, the group has increased unof representatives of all fraternities, February 14
Wednesday til now it comprises over two hundred
sororities, dormitories, and University 6:45 Frosh-Kents Hill
students working in all the varied
organizations. It is the purpose of 8:00 Colby vs. Univ. of Maine
activities.
this Advisory Council to: 1—Help
Thursday
February 15
the Student Committee in considering
Prize Speaking Contest
8:15 Community Concert
NOTICE
plans and policies. 2—Assist in deCity Hall, Bangor Is Held for Students
Tickets for the Humphrey-Weidman
veloping whatever organization may
Dance Concert to be held March 16 in
be needed. 3—Disseminate informaThe Oak Prize Speaking Contest,
the Memorial Gymnasium may be
NOTICE
tion about the library campaign.
open to upperclassmen, will be held
purchased at the Bookstore as well
At the meeting held Tuesday eveNote time changes
on Wednesday, February 28. Three
as from Esther Drummond, Barbara
Savage, Virginia Jewett, Barbara ning, the Organization Committee was The following pictures will be taken rewards will be given, the first prize
Sunday, February 11, at the Memo- being $25. The contest will consist
Ashworth, Elizabeth Barker, Eliza- announced. The members are:
Donald Smith, Marjorie Deering, rial Gym. Please be on time and of ten-minute persuasive speeches.
beth Reid, Anna Verrill, Margaret
co-chairmen, Norman Whitney, Leon dressed in suit coats and dresses.
All those interested should see ProMaxwell, and Hilda Rowe.
Breton, Malcolm Roberts, Richard 2:00 p.m. Neai Mathetai
fessor Mark Bailey in 240 Stevens
Prices are $.50 and $.75.
Morton, Stanley Holland, Walter 2:10 p.m. Xi Sigma Pi
at once.
NOTICE TO CAMPUS STAFF Hanley, John Maines, Edwin Young, 2:20 p.m. Forester Board
MEMBERS
Richard Martinez, Joseph Harring- 2:30 p.m. Off-Campus Women
Edith Lerrigo of C. M.
There still be a meeting of the ton, Robert Goodwin, William Bower, 2:40 p.m. Sigma Mu Sigma
Leon
Ladd,
HarComes
for Conferences
Kenneth
Blaisdell,
Senate
p.m.
Student
2:50
CAMPUS reportorial staff at 1:15
(M.S.S. and W.S.G.A.)
p.m. Friday which all members old Garfinkle, John Carlisle, Edward
Miss
Edith
Lerrigo, assistant secPotter, James Hunter, Helengrace
must attend.
retary of the Student Christian MoveNOTICE
Lancaster, Elinora Savage, Jane
ment of New England, is spending
Holmes, Mary Ellen Buck, Virginia
Students in need of financial aid for Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday,
Jewett, and Anna Verrill.
next year should have their scholar- February 7, 8, and 9, at the University
A group discussion followed with ship applications in the hands of the for personal conferences.
GIRLS! — CURLS! —
On WedCharles A. Peirce, Jr., chairman of chairman of the Scholarship Commit- nesday nigth a joint cabinet meeting
Rhytnes pretty good,
the Student Library Fund Committee, tee, Dr. B. F. Brann, not later than was held. On Thursday a Freshman
doesn't it? Seriously, girls,
presiding.
March 1.
Women's Cabinet meeting and supper
don't forget the
Students who made applications last will be held at five o'clock.
house parties in the near
year must file new applications at this
•
time if they wish to be considered
We are at your Service
future.—Look your best
again this year. Application blanks Civics Class To Hear
A safe place to economize
by calling
may be obtained from members of the Colonel Southard
When you think of food
committee or from the Registrar's
Colonel Frank E. Southard, chairthink of
office.
Tel. 95
man of the Maine Public Utilities
225403
Phone
Commission, will be the first guest
•
NOTICE
•
speaker in the Maine Government
Episcopal communion will be held course. He will speak on the topic
• at 9:00 a.m. Sunday, February 11, in "Regulating Public Utilities in
Maine"
the M.C.A. building, with Father Gor- on Tuesday, February 13, at 3:20
don Gillett officiating. Breakfast fol- p.m., in 6 South Stevens. Visitors
lows the service. Everybody is wel- are welcome.
SHIRT'N' SKIRT CLASSIC
come.

The University of Maine ski team
placed third to New Hampshire and
Dartmouth last Friday and Saturday
in the New Hampshire Winter Carnival.
John Bower, Bill Bower, Oscar Riddle, and Charlie Adams bore the brunt
of the Maine scoring. The outstanding feature of the carnival, as far as
Maine fans are concerned, was Oscar
Riddle's performance in the downhill.
Until he slipped on a piece of ice
near the end, he had equaled the time
of the winner, Gigue, who made an
all-time record for that event in that
i meet.
The team standings at the end of
the first day found the University of
Maine leading the field by thirteen
hundredths of a point. At the end of
the final day the team standings were
as follows:
New Hampshire
487.6
Dartmouth
454.5
Maine
446.6
Middlebury
442.1
Vermont
420.3
M.I. T.
409.4

BUFFUM BEAUTY SHOP

NR/5T/ANIA
EM/LE IX)INC6

Campus Calendar

Myers Grocery

DAILY DOUBLES

The famous COCHAND
family .. father, son and
daughter (the only corn
bination of its kind)...
show thousands every
winter the fine points of
skiing, America's fastestgrowing sport.

Softly tailored of "Raylainc"
the new featherweight wool-rayon
flannel ... in shirts, skirts, and slacks
that match perfectly.
Shirt 1.95

Skirt 2.50

•

corynshil,•in
Ticorrr a Mruts
Tortcco co.

de coo/el; hetter-tasting, DEFINITELY MILDER cigarette

DICK WHITE
The College Photographer
Dear Students -

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

All nationally advertised
pen and pencil sets, watches
and electric shavers are
sold here

Council Receives Recent
Pledge Reports
The following pledge reports have
been received and properly recorded
by Interfraternity Council:
Beta Theta Pi, Allen Savage.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Robert B.
McLeary, Jr.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon released Virgil Pratt from all connections with
the fraternity.
'•
Are you satisfied with your
hair's appearance?
Call on

BILL CASEY

Round's Jewelry Store

Mit I

OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR

5TRP14 D

Opens Thurs. for One Week

ORONO

Margaret Mitchell's

Thurs., Feb. 8
Leslie Howard in
"INTERMEZZO"
Ingrid Bergman
News—Comedy—Novelty

"GONE WITH THE
WIND"
‘cith
CLARK GABLE and
VIVIAN LEIGH
All seats reserved. Plenty of
tickets on sale at the
Opera House

Because the increased volume of your
business warrants it, I am now running a
studio under my own management in
ORONO.

BIJOU

All individual and group "Prism" negatives for the last three years are in my files.

"CONGO MAISIE"
with
J,Iin Carroll

BANGOR
Thurs., Fri.
Ann Sothern
in

Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.

Drop into the BANK BUILDING or
call 211.
Sincerely,
Dick White

•• SPORTLAND BOWLING ALLEY

41,41,0,1,1.41•1-4.,e4,1,4•1.

YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN IIITS

esterfield

Be Healthy!
Bowling Keeps You So
It's fun, too! Come and
try it at

Slacks 2.95

ghe grace Shoppe
•
I`
•
•

ASK FOR

Patronize Our Advertisers

Riid3ard K p1 nig's
"THE LIGHT THAT
FAILED"
with
Ronald Colman
One of the Screen's Finest
Love Stories

si.

oRoNo

I

FILMS
35 DEVELOPED 75t
FINE GRAIN • LARGE PRINTS

The home of quality foods
and smiling clerks

La,at
4t ••ch Requd•r snapthet•
It t,O, 5 • 7 tnlargtments 10t t•tl,
COMPLETE PRICE LIST FRU ON REQUEST

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

INTERSTATE PRIM SERVICE "*"."*".

ORONO, ME.

a

Fri., Sat., Feb. 9-10
Barbara Stanwyck
Fred MacMurray

THE ART OF PURCHASING SCHOOL SUPPLIES

"REMEMBER THE
NIGHT"
News—"Stranger than Fiction"

PARK'S rI'Ailli
RD ni

Sun., Mon., Feb. 11-12
"BROTHER RAT AND
BABY"
Priscilla Lane, Wayne Morri.
News—Unusual Occupations
Tues., Feb. 13
This is the Big Nite
I) iii 10e Sorry—Be Here
Showing
"EMERGENCY
SQUAD"
Win. Henry, Louise Campbell
Sportscope—Comedy-Travelog
Wed., Feb. 14
Robert Montgomery in
"THE EARL OF
CHICAGO"
News—"Stranger th.in 1. t

You go to

and ask the pleasant clerks if they have any school supplies;
:Ind they, with very attractive smiles, will say: "Oh yes, we
have filler paper for notebooks—pens—pencils—inks—paints—
notebooks—stationery—typewriter paper, and complete toilet
sets for both men and women."
P.S. A large and fine assortment of Valentines are in.

•
IVhelher or not you made r.o or 4.o
take your friends to PAT'S and there the friendly collegiate
atmosphere will banish all thoughts of points from
your head

Farnsworth's Cafe
•

